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BRUNNER INTERFACE AND CONTROL.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC IPC SOLUTIONS.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS WITH SOFT-PLC.

CAN UND EtherCAT®.

A key-element in modern automation solutions are power-
ful interfacing, communication and control components. 
BRUNNER off ers control technologies that are modular and 
highly standardized industrial enablers that connect the 
numerous elements of a complex solution. 

Interfaced to modern industrial PC solutions (IPC), tailored 
to fullfill specific requirements, we enable our customers to 
build their eff icient and reliable automation solutions. 

With more than 40 years of experience and numerous 
successfully realized products, BRUNNER has proven 
Competence and Know-How in Design, Manufacturing and 
Support of such Technologies and products.

Additionally, we off er to all our customers the design, build 
and support of solutions that are solely customer and 
application specific. Special attention we pay to the 
EtherCAT®-Technology. EtherCAT® enables interfacing 
solutions that provide highest performance, minimum 
wiring eff ort and maximum compatibility towards other 
protocols and standards.

BRUNNER aims to be your partner during the evaluation 
process and system design phase, for achiving the optimal 
solution for your demands. 

Our Professional Services team performs the requirements
gathering for the optimal IPC solution, consults the customer 
towards design and features, identifies and evaluates COTS 
products and off ers the configuration or manufacturing of 
fully individual and application specifics IPC solutions if 
needed. Using Windows 10 IOT Enterprise allows connecting 
to any digitized applications of future Smart Factory.

IPC solutions from BRUNNER always provide features that are not common in today’s standards IPCs: this includes Interfaces like
Real-Time EtherCAT® and Fail-Safe-Circuits which ensures that application- and system data are properly stored and managed 
in case of power failure. Furthermore we investigate a lot in modern ergonomic and intuitive graphical Men-Machine-Interfaces.
Our Graphical-User-Interfaces are always tailored to the individual need, and add an easy handling via Touch-Display. Soft -
PLC solutions like TwinCAT or CODESYS allow us to create the most time-critical or complex real-time applications for our 
customers.

BRUNNER has a long-lasting and deep knowledge in today’s state-of-art and widespread 
communications- and networking technologies. We utilize and support the standard-
setting and industry-leading Controller Area Network (CAN) technology which combines 
highest reliability and low costs with true Real-Time capabilities. 

Furthermore, we have special competence in creating professional applications based on 
the EtherCAT® protocol. Highest throughput, real-time capability, flexibility and operational 
stability are characteristics of this technology.
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EtherCAT® is registered trademark 
and patented technology, licensed by 
Beckhoff  Automation GmbH, Germany.



GATEWAYS AND IO DEVICES.

CUSTOMER SPECIFIC ARCHITECTURES.

BRUNNER has prepared the own portfolio of products and 
components to support and integrate perfectly in modern 
EtherCAT® or CAN solution architectures. 

These architectures convince with maximum flexibility  
and performance and lowest wiring efforts. Utilizing our  
gateways enables an easy connection from Ethernet to CAN 
and CANopen networks. 

Furthermore, the gateways offer a wide spectrum of digital 
and analog I/O capabilities for CAN and EtherCAT®.

Our CANopen Commander Software completes the benefits of our interfacing and gateways solutions in a logical way. 
CANopen Commander is a software application which allows the configuration of complex CANopen devices and networks. 
We provide various system-specific Plug-In’s that are tailored for fast and easy parameter setting. An addition of further  
configuration Plug-Ins is possible. 

With its proven expertise in the implementation of intelligent communication and control systems, BRUNNER is a strong 
enabler and supporter for our customers for the design and  implementation of customized system architectures.
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Development, production and customer services at the highest level: this describes the business activities of 
BRUNNER Elektronik AG and our motivation to convince every customer with individualized controls, drives and 
components. Also, we are proud of supporting our customers with complex integrated solutions and our own 
innovative and strong simulation product portfolio.

As a modern family-owned technology company we are a powerful and reliable partner of numerous companies in different 
industries and markets for more than 40 years now. Our ability to handle all corporate core processes, from development  
to production and customer support,  fully in-house creates sustainable advantages for our customers and partners: short 
response times, high flexibility and an integral understanding of quality. Our engaged and highly qualified employees share our 
enthusiasm for working for our customers, take over responsibility and live the values of  team spirit and fairness.

We pay attention to the environment and the ecological use of resources.
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